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Biography:
Dr. Yan Grasselli is a permanent associate professor in Physics and Material Science, Deputy Director of Bachelor Programme and Head of the Environmental and Marine Sciences Bachelor department.
Dr. Yan Grasselli holds a master in Material Science and a PhD from the University of Nice on the Microstructure and rheology of electro and magnetorheological fluids.
Dr. Yan Grasselli has a position of associate researcher at the LPMC (CNRS UMR7366) at the University of Nice.

Academic experience:
Dr. Yan Grasselli has 20 years of experience in academic teaching and made a 3-years post-doc on Granular Media at the University of Stuttgart (Germany).

Professional experience:
Dr. Yan Grasselli held formerly a network engineer position at IBM.

Skills & Interests

Languages
French, English and Italian

Expertise
Soft Condensed Matter including Rheological and Nano Rheological behaviors of fluids, Granular Materials, Electrical and Magnetic field induced properties of smart fluids.

Citizenship:
France

Qualification

Other

Academic Degrees
Doctorat University of Nice, Nice, France, 1993
Work Experience

Deputy Director of the Bachelor Programme, SKEMA Business School (2014 - Present), Sophia-Antipolis, France.
Associate professor, SKEMA Business School (2000 - Present), Sophia Antipolis, France.
Head of the mathematics & computer science dept. - Bachelors programmes, SKEMA Business School (2005 - 2009), Sophia Antipolis, France.
Network engineer, IBM (1999 - 2000), La Gaude, France.

INTELLECTUAL CONTRIBUTIONS

Articles in Journals


Chapters, Cases, Readings, Supplements

Conference Presentations


Other Research

2015: Boissin, D., Grasselli, Y., Milleti, A., Parker, M., Peneau, F., Dalmasso, A., Saunders A. SKEMA BACHELOR IN GLOBAL MANAGEMENT. Construction d'une maquette originale d'un nouveau programme destiné à être commercialisé. [Learning & Pedagogical Scholarship]